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Overview of the Current Market
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The stabilization of the Italian macro/political environment has translated into a LBO market pick-up1

Brexit expected to have an impact on the European market activity especially for larger transactions, however 

smaller deals will likely be less affected
3

LTRO funding led banks to increase their appetite also towards leveraged finance transactions 2

New Italian rules allow direct lending by alternative investment funds (‘AIF’) to Italian companies 4

Leverage, quantum of debt and bullet tranches have gone up, almost back to pre-crisis level3a

Underwriting is back and terms & conditions are clearly borrower-friendly3b

Also smaller deals get done, with international banks active not only on large transactions3c

Deals get successfully closed  (but sometimes in longer time frame)3d

However certain details of the new rules make the direct lending almost impractical4a

Therefore, alternative debt providers continue to use bonds to finance Italian companies4b

10+ private debt providers (Italian or foreign) have fundraised and are now full steam ahead4c
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Significant Structural Flexibility Available Today also in Italy

Sources: Latham & Watkins and IKB
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Financing Alternatives in Italy – Summary

Comparison of Private Debt Options

3

Leveraged Loans High Yield Bond Unitranche Junior Private Debt

Target size  Up to €3bn  Starting from €150-200m  Up to €150m  €5-200m

Target price  E+350-500bps, all cash  Slightly higher than Leveraged Loans  E+500-800bps, generally all-cash
 E+400-450bps cash + 400-450bps 

pik + equity kicker

Covenants
 Maintenance covenants required
 Relatively tight covenant levels

 Incurrence covenants
 Maintenance covenants
 Flexible headroom

 As per Leveraged Loans

Docs  LMA Standard  Standard documentation
 Bespoke documentation
 More flexible compared to LMA 

documentation

 LMA standard adjusted to a bond 
instrument

Rating  Not required  Rating required  Not required  Not required

Advantages
 Cheaper form of financing
 Flexible deal size
 Ability to control the investor base

 Typically allows the highest leverage
 Permanent long-term fixed capital 

solution
 Incurrence covenants allows more 

flexibility
 Repeat issues can be completed 

swiftly and on attractive terms

 Highly flexible structuring options, 
bilateral negotiation

 More flexible covenant set
 Ability to distribute dividends

 Increase leverage
 Certainty of funding
 No market flex
 Full pik option available
 Holdco debt option available
 100% bullet
 High flexibility and full compatibility 

with all forms of senior debt

Challenges

 Tight covenants
 Limited in terms of leverage
 Extensive documentation and 

reporting requirements

 Minimum deal size
 Bond market closes very rapidly
 High demand in terms of 

management time (i.e. rating, 
roadshow, etc.)

 Untested relationships with side lines 
providers (i.e. RCF)

 Relatively new market in Italy

 Pricing
 Reluctancy from senior lenders to 

share the security package
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Key Take-aways
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The Leveraged Finance market is almost back to pre-crisis level, driven by low cost of funding which led 

banks to increase their appetite towards riskier asset class
1

Leveraged Finance transactions currently envisage higher leverage, higher proportion of bullet tranches and 

borrower-friendly conditions
2

Brexit is expected to have an impact – among other things – on the Leverage Finance activity. 

It is difficult to assess the relevance of such impact, however it will likely affect larger deals more than smaller 

ones (i.e. usually led by local banks)

3

AIFs represent a real option for SMEs as a source of capital which is alternative or complimentary to banks. 

AIFs might benefit from the increasing volatility in the capital markets in the medium term.
4
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 The European leveraged loan volume stood at €25.4bn as per May 2016 YTD, down

-17% vs. prior year. May registered €5.6bn of volume, thereof €5.2bn, almost the

entirety was generated through sponsored-backed transactions

 While in April, over half of volume was generated by refinancings, in May LBO

financing dominated the scene. This was driven by large transactions like Defence

Electronics (€875m) or Tipico ($645m)

 The average TLB clearing yield slightly narrowed to 5.84%1) in May, ca. 15bps

tighter than April, which was at its highest level since August 2012 (vs. 5.67%1) in

January 2016). This was driven by the majority of deals pricing back into the 5-6%

yield range compared to April, when a number of deals had priced in 6-7% range.

 As a number of deals were allocated during the first half of May, the following lack of

deals and the resulting supply-demand mismatch provided a window for opportunistic

deals (e.g. Evry – reverse flexed, Verisure – repricing, Springer Nature – replaced

junior debt through senior debt) as well as setting the stage going into June with

several refinancing/repricings lined up (e.g. Unit4, Tele Columbus)

 Improved market sentiment and a wave of repayments continuing in May (€3.0bn)

following a six-month high of €3.3bn in April, loan secondary bid prices have crept

to above par (currently 100.28%). The CLO issuance YTD stands at €6.03bn,

behind the €7.56bn issued during first half of 2015.

 The launch pipeline includes Bilfinger B&F and AR Packaging.

Leveraged Loan Market 

Leveraged loan market comment – June 2016 LBO loan volume & deal count
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Leveraged loan flow names: avg. bid vs. avg. ask

1)  3-month rolling average; 

2) €-denominated tranches only

Sources: S&P‘s LCD; IKB (15.05.2016)

Selected recent leveraged loan issues
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Avg. Bid Avg. Ask

Name Country Purpose Sponsor Allocation Deal size (m) TLB size (m)2) Institutional spread (bps) Floor OID Cov-lite

Verisure Refinancing Hellman & Friedman Jun 16 €1155 €1,020/€135 E+350 1.00% 100.00 

Continental Bakeries LBO 
Goldman Sachs, 
Silverfern Group

Jun 16 €200 €100 n/a n/a n/a 

Evry Recap/Dividend Apax Partners Jun 16 €275 €275 E+500 0.00% 99.50 

Defence Electronics LBO 
Kohlberg, 

Kravis & Roberts 
Jun16 €875 €425 E+500 0.00% 99.50 

Arcaplanet LBO Permira May 16 €351 €105 E+475 0.00% 100.00 
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High Yield Bond Market

HY market comment – June 2016

 The high yield bond issuances in May at €7.4bn is the highest for a month since

August 2015 and shows the impact of ECB’s expanded QE and particularly its

corporate bond purchase program. The 2016 YTD volume stands at €19.4bn,

nowhere close to the €40.2bn for the same period 2015

 Out of 16 new issues in May, 8 were early refinancings. A further 9 new issues were

placed so far in June, of which 8 refinancings. This shows that borrowers are using

the newly opened market to opportunistically refinance older bonds in order to

lower coupons and extend maturities, examples include: Gestamp, Inovyn, WEPA,

HeidelbergCement. Other refinancing issues were done by Eircom, Cemex,

Monier, Tereos, while Europcar issued a Tap and SMCP issued for acquisition

financings

 The average primary yield for single-B bonds fell further to 6.28% (-75bps) at the

end of May, and double-B rated bonds came in lower than in the previous period

at 3.28% (-24bps) on average. The spread between the two rating-categories stands

wide at 300bps. This gap is understood to be driven by a mix of risk aversion on the

buy-side and the effect of the ECB’s QE expansion

 European HY net inflows for May weakened to €317m, compared to the €2.1bn

from April and €3.3bn from March. At the end of May, the first weekly outflow

(€180m) was recorded after a 14-week streak of inflows

 The iTraxx Crossover widened to 375bps as per 14 June 2016 (+40bps compared

to last month).

HY volume & primary yield

1)  Yield to maturity at issue date 

Sources: S&P‘s LCD; IKB (15/05/2016)
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iTraxx Crossover 5y

Selected recent High Yield issues

Issuer name Country Sponsor Trade month Size (m) Type Coupon
Primary 

yield1)

Issue spread

(bps)
Tenor Issue rating

Tereos Not sponsored Jun 2016 €400 Unsecured 4.150% 4.250% B+455 7NCL BB/NR

Cemex Not sponsored Jun 2016 €400 Unsecured 4.625% 4.625% B+482 8NC4 B+/NR

Braas Monier Not sponsored Jun 2016 €435 Secured 3.000% 3.000% B+342 5NC2 BB-/Ba3

Eircom Not sponsored Jun 2016 €500 Secured 4.500% 4.500% B+483 6NC2 B/B2

Stora Enso OY Not sponsored Jun 2016 €300 Unsecured 2.125% 2.170% B+246 7NCL BB/Ba2

Outokumpu Not sponsored Jun 2016 €250 Secured 7.250% 7.250% B+770 5NC2 NR/B3

6.28%

Index re-compiled semi-annually
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